
2020 Gambler 500 Mini Bike Enduro Rules 
 

The rules of competition are provided to ensure a fun, safe environment to participate in an enduro. As 

a participant you are subject to the rules set forth herein. We strongly advise you to read and fully 

understand this rulebook before participating in the enduro. 

 

1. Rider Eligibility 
a) Riders must sign a waiver of liability when entering the facility. 

b) No rider under the legal age of 18 may compete. 

c) No race personnel, officials, riders, mechanics, photographers and anyone associated with riders 

may be under the influence of, intoxicants or drugs that could affect their normal mental or 

physical ability during the event. Failure to comply with this requirement may result in 

disqualification of the rider.  

d) All riders must assess for themselves the course, facilities, existing conditions and other matters 

relating to safety. All riders must rely on their own judgment and assume all risks of participating 

in competition. 

e) The rider must be able to control their motorcycle at all times, and to ride it safely. This includes 

stopping, starting, standing still, mounting, dismounting, and putting one or both feet on the 

ground. The race official has the authority to disqualify a rider who cannot safely control their 

motorcycle. 

2. Equipment 
The race official has the power to disqualify any motorcycle that does not conform to the rules, and may 

inspect any part of a motorcycle. A motorcycle that passes a pre-race inspection is subject to further 

inspection at anytime during the race program. 

a) All motorcycles must go through a tech and safety inspection before they will be allowed 

participate in the event. Passing inspection does not alter the fact that the rider and team are 

ultimately responsible for the safety, mechanical preparation, and operation of the motorcycle. 

b) Motorcycles must be equipped with a pull start system. 

c) Motorcycles must be equipped with adequate operating brakes. 

d) Motorcycles must be fitted with a centrifugal clutch, or torque converter. Manual or automatic 

transmissions that have selectable gear ratios are prohibited. 

e) Motorcycles must be equipped with a functional ignition cut-off switch mounted on the 

handlebar and able to be reached without taking one’s hand from a handgrip. 

f) Motorcycles must be fitted with a self-closing throttle.  

g) Motorcycles must be fitted with a gas tank that prevents gasoline from escaping. Leaking gas 

tanks or fittings are prohibited. 

h) Motorcycle tires must be in good condition, with no cords showing or cracks in the tread or 

sidewall. 



i) It is the sole responsibility of the rider to ensure that motorcycle components will perform safely 

in competition. 

j) Competition Apparel 

1. Protective pants made of durable material and long sleeves must be worn. 

2. Boots or closed toe shoes must be worn. 

3. All riders must utilize a shatterproof face shield, shatterproof goggles, or shatterproof 

glasses. 

4. It is mandatory for all participants taking part in practice and competition to wear a 

protective helmet. The helmet must be properly fastened, be of a good fit, and be in 

good condition. All helmets must be intact and no alteration must have been made to 

their construction. The helmet must have a chin strap type ‘retention system’. The 

helmet must conform to one of the following recognized standards and have a label 

affixed certifying its approval. 

i. Snell M2005, M2010, M2015 

ii. DOT FMVSS 218 

iii. ECE 22-05  

iv. JIS T 8133 

k) All gas must be stored in approved containers that bear a label from a national testing lab and 

be listed for gasoline use. Containers must be 5 gallons or less in size, and be capable of being 

closed so as to be liquid tight with no leakage when tipped. 

l) All riders should have a working, two-pound minimum, BC-rated, fire extinguisher in their pit 

area. 

3. Practice Regulations 
a) Practice or warm up is limited to the designated area identified by the race official. Competitors 

riding, or allowing their motorcycles to be ridden, outside these boundaries will be excluded 

from the meet. 

b) Riding is only permitted on the course during scheduled organized practice sessions. 

c) A rider must only ride on the race course in the same direction as determined by the race 

official. 

4. Race Rules 
a) A team includes one motorcycle and two or more riders. 

b) All riders must attend the rider briefing/meeting. 

c) The race will be a dead-engine start. 

d) At the starting line when a rider chooses their location, they may not change that position. Each 

motorcycle will be provided 1 meter of starting space. 

e) The team will complete 100 miles by riding twenty 5-mile laps. 

f) Riders will exchange in the designated pit area. 

g) Except in a designated pit area, no adjustments, repairs or refueling may be done. A rider, 

however, may do such work anywhere on the course without assistance. 

h) A rider whose motorcycle becomes disabled before completing a lap may, without assistance, 

push or carry the motorcycle (in the direction of the track) to complete the lap without penalty. 

If the rider receives outside assistance completing the lap, the lap must be repeated. 



i) Once the event has started, any change of motorcycle is forbidden. Any part of the motorcycle 

may be replaced, but the original frame must be used. A rider will be disqualified from the event 

for disregarding this rule. 

j) Leaving the designated race course is forbidden. A rider must make every effort to stay on 

course at all times. The penalty for course cutting to gain an advantage will be disqualification. 

k) Under no circumstances may anyone ride a machine in the wrong direction on the course. 

Anyone who commits this offense will be suspended for the event and entire meet. 

l) Every rider has the right to racing room, which is defined as sufficient space to operate and 

maintain control of their motorcycle. The decision to pass and do so safely rests with the 

overtaking rider. The rider being overtaken should be situationally aware of the fact that they 

are being overtaken, and not make any sudden or unpredictable moves or blocks to impede the 

ability of the overtaking rider to pass. 

m) A rider who rides in a way that endangers officials, other riders or the public will be subject to 

immediate disqualification by the race official. 

n) A (30” x 30”) red flag will be used to signal the race to stop immediately for an emergency 

situation. Riders are to return cautiously to the starting line and wait for instructions. 

5. Pit Area 
a) Each team will be designated a clearly marked pit spot. Your team and any additional tools or 

equipment must fit within your pit space. No support vehicles are allowed in your pit space.  

b) When entering or leaving the pits, a rider must use designated entrance and exit lanes. Failure 

to do so may result in disqualification. No passing is allowed in the pit area. Maximum speed in 

the pit area is 5 miles per hour. 

c) During fueling the motorcycle, the engine must be turned off. Rider must be off the motorcycle 

during refueling. During fueling, a dedicated team member acting as a fireman must be present 

with a fire extinguisher. 

5. Scoring 
a) Team name, class and the rider names must be noted on the scorecard. Riders may compete on 

only one team. 

b) Riders will record and track their laps using a scorecard (recording sheet). At the completion of 

each lap the rider (or designee) will record the rider name and time that the lap was completed. 

Laps will be recorded as the actual time from the official race clock in hours, minutes. 

c) Overall scoring is based on elapsed time from start to finish. A rider’s finishing time is recorded 

to the nearest second. 

d) The race ends for each team when 100 miles is completed or at one hour before sunset. 

e) Teams not completing the 100 miles will record DNF on their scorecard. 

6. Motorcycle Classes 
Race classes are:  

a) Small Frame (CT100, doodlebug, motovox, etc.)  

b) Box Stock, governed at 3600 rpm 

c) No Suspension 



d) Front Suspension 

e) Full Suspension 

f) Big Block 

g) Solo Male 

h) Solo Female 


